
FAQ DETAILS:
What is the #rebuildthedream relief fund?

The #rebuildthedream relief fund is a global campaign aiming to raise $1,000,000 to help rebuild
the dreams of families who were affected by Hurricane Ian. Charlie Rocket’s Dream Machine
Foundation is launching this fund with the hopes of mobilizing it’s millions of followers to truly
save the families of those who were affected by Hurricane Ian devastation. Hurricane Ian will be
remembered as one of the most consequential in recent U.S. history, leaving thousands of
homes and businesses obliterated. Ian is estimated to have caused more than $60 billion in
private insured losses just in Florida, making it the second-largest disaster loss event on record.
Just to put things in perspective, $10,000 checks will give people a 4 month runway to live off of
in Florida.

What is the timing of the campaign?

The #rebuildthedream relief fund launched Friday, October 7th at 5PM Eastern Time with a
public social media activation. Our goal is to have the funds raised by midnight October 21st!
You also have the opportunity to donate to future funds that Charlie Rocket’s Dream Machine
Foundation www.dreammachineusa.org created around some of the world’s biggest issues.
What happens to the money?

The money will be distributed by the Dream Machine Foundation, a certified non-profit 501c3
dedicated to making dreams come true, to the families in need. The Dream Machine Foundation
is on the ground in Florida and Charlie and the Dream Team will be distributing the money to as
many people and families until October 21st.

Who is behind the #rebuildthedream Relief fund?

Charlie Rocket’s Dream Machine Foundation, which has made over 1,000 dreams come true for
people in need using social media, is the creator of this fund. Charlie and the Dream Team of
ten other dreamers have dedicated their lives to using social media to create the biggest
community of philanthropists and dream chasers that has ever existed! The movement is all
about making miracles happen for people in need while bringing awareness to some of
humanity's biggest problems, and inspiring people to bring their dreams, talents, and gifts to life
to help make the world a better place.



How can I help?

We don’t want you to just be on the sidelines watching this fund grow... We want you to be an
integral part of why it succeeds! Talk to a friend about it, tell your family, film a video, tag people
on social media. If you want to go bigger with it, get your organization, school, or city involved
and reach out to us to create your own fundraising goal as a group!
It’s important in your communication to tell people why you care about this and explain to them
the mission. Invite them to go donate to the fund at www.dreammachineusa.org. Also, to spread
the word, once you donate, post a screenshot of your donation or of the fund and use the
hashtag #rebuildthedream. We want to see all of your photos, videos, and comments! Together,
we can co-create one of the most meaningful social media philanthropic campaigns to ever
exist. Our goal of $1,000,000 dollars to save lives is extremely doable, but only if we do it
Together!

Who should I tag or follow on social media?

The #rebuildthedream relief fund official social posts will operate through our Instagram and Tik
Tok pages. Both Charlie Rocket, the founder, and the Dream Machine pages will be used in this
Process.

Charlie’s Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/charlie/

Charlie’s Tik Tok: https://vm.tiktok.com/ZMePhrB18/

Dream Machine Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/dreammachineusa/

Lastly, feel free to search the #rebuildthedream hashtag on Instagram to engage with other
amazing members of this community who are a part of this campaign! Together, let’s keep the
dream alive!
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